Functional constipation in children: challenges and solutions
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Abstract: This review intends to update what is known about and what is still a challenge in functional constipation (FC) in children regarding epidemiology, pathophysiology, diagnosis, and management. Although FC is a common childhood problem, its global burden remains unknown as data from parts of the world are missing. Another problem is that there is a large variation in prevalence due to differences in study methods and defining age groups. The pathophysiology of FC remains unclear to date but is probably multifactorial. Withholding behavior is likely to be the most important factor in toddlers and young children. Genetics may also play a role since many patients have positive family history, but mutations in genes associated with FC have not been found. Over the past years, different diagnostic criteria for FC in infants and children have been proposed. This year, Rome IV criteria have been released. Compared to Rome III, it eliminates two diagnostic criteria in children under the age of 4 who still wear diapers. Physical examination and taking a thorough medical history are recommended, but other investigations such as abdominal radiography, transabdominal recto-ultrasonography, colonic transit time, rectal biopsies, and colon manometry are not routinely recommended. Regarding treatment, guidelines recommend disimpaction and maintenance therapy with polyethylene glycol (PEG) with or without electrolytes. But experience shows that acceptability, adherence, and tolerance to PEG are still a challenge. Counseling of parents and children about causes of FC is often neglected. Recent studies suggest that behavior therapy added to laxative therapy improves the relief of symptoms. Further homogeneous studies, better-defined outcomes, and studies conducted in primary care are needed.
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Introduction

Constipation is an underestimated but common health problem worldwide, decreasing the quality of life. Children with constipation will quite often visit a general practitioner or pediatrician. These children are also regularly seen on the emergency ward or even admitted to the hospital for treatment. Therefore, constipation can represent a high cost for the global health system.

Constipation, especially in children, leads to several diagnostic and therapeutic challenges. This review gives an update of what is known and what is still a challenge in children having functional constipation (FC) regarding epidemiology, pathophysiology, diagnosis, and management. This updated review stresses the emotional and physical suffering of children with FC and highlights the impact of adequate management.
**Epidemiology**

FC is a common childhood problem with varied prevalence between geographic regions. In North and South America, the prevalence (including infants–adolescents) ranges between 10% and 23%, while in Europe (only including children) figures between 0.7% and 12% are reported. In Asia (including infants–adolescents), the prevalence is estimated between 0.5% and 29.6%. While constipation occurs in all continents, currently there is a lack of prevalence data in children from Africa and Oceania.

The prevalence varies according to age groups. The peak incidence of constipation occurs between 2 and 4 years of age, when the potty training starts. A recent systematic review found that the median prevalence of constipation in children was 12%. The incidence of constipation reported in infants varies between 0.05% and 39.3%, but based on expert consensus the prevalence is estimated at 15%. At this age, feeding is a major contributing factor. Unlike as in the adult population, where constipation is more prominent in females, data on gender differences in infants and adolescents are unclear.

Many factors contribute to the large variation in the reported prevalence of constipation in children such as differences in definition, differences in age groups, and methodology.

**Pathophysiology**

Constipation is defined as FC if there is no underlying organic cause, what is the case in up to 95% of children. In the 5% with organic cause, the etiology varies from Hirschsprung disease, anorectal malformations, neuromuscular disease, metabolic to endocrine disorders.

The pathophysiology of FC in children remains unclear but is multifactorial. The most common mechanism for developing FC, especially in young children, is withholding behavior, often starting after a painful-frightening bowel movement. The stools remain in the rectum, the rectal mucosa reabsorbs water from the retained stools, which become more difficult to evacuate. This vicious circle can lead to fecal impaction, sometimes to overflow fecal incontinence, loss of rectal sensation, and ultimately, loss of normal urge to defecate.

In a subgroup of children, FC can be due to slow transit. The interstitial cells of Cajal play an important role in the motility of the gut. These cells can be regarded as pacemakers that generate peristalsis in the gut. Many publications report consistent histological findings in children with all forms of constipation of a low number of interstitial cells of Cajal, although the normal number of interstitial cells of Cajal in healthy children remains unclear. Slow transit constipation is also associated with low levels of substance P and vasoactive intestinal peptide in the right transverse colon, but these findings did not help to develop new therapeutic options.

Many patients with FC have a positive family history of FC, suggesting that genetic factors may play a role, although mutations have not been discovered. FC is associated with neurodevelopmental disorders such as autism spectrum disorders (ASDs). This physio-pathological pathway remains unclear but is suggested to be due to a lack of adequate behavior in response to a sense of defecation urge. Genetics, with the presence of contiguous gene syndromes resulting from mutations in multiple adjacent genes, dysbiosis, and atypical sensory processing have also been suggested as possible explanations for the consistent link between ASD and FC.

There is an association between parental child-rearing attitudes and FC. Higher and lower scores on the autonomy attitude scale are associated with decreased defecation frequency and increased fecal incontinence; this association was more clearly found in children over 6 years of age. Stressful life events, such as (sexual) abuse, may also play a role in the development of FC.

**Diagnostic criteria**

In 1999, the Rome II criteria were approved but later seen as too restrictive by subdividing some pathologies such as FC and functional fecal retention and defining the minimum duration of symptoms at 3 months.

The Paris Consensus on Childhood Constipation Terminology (PACCT) group redefined the definition of FC in children. A study comparing PACCT and Rome II found that only 53 of 126 (42.1%) children were recognized as constipated by the Rome II criteria, compared with the PACCT criteria. This difference in incidence was mainly because in Rome II the presence of retentive posturing together with less than two bowel movements per week since at least 3 months were needed for the diagnosis of FC. In the Rome III criteria, published in 2006, mainly based on the PACCT definition (Table 1) replaced the “encopresis” and “soiling” by “fecal incontinence.”

According to Rome III, two of six criteria are needed for the diagnosis of FC and two age groups are defined. One group of >4 years of developmental age until adolescence and a second group of children under 4 years of developmental age. Two criteria need to be present for at least 1 month in the youngest group, whereas in older children symptoms need to be present since at least 2 months.
### Table 1: Definition criteria of functional constipation (FC) used by studies and the new Rome IV criteria

#### Evolution of the definition for functional constipation: from Rome II to IV

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Age (years)</strong></td>
<td>0–4</td>
<td>0–16</td>
<td>Children with chronic constipation with or without treatment who still fulfill criteria</td>
<td>0–4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Type of constipation</strong></td>
<td>FC</td>
<td>FFR</td>
<td>FC</td>
<td>FC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Duration of symptoms</strong></td>
<td>At least 2 weeks</td>
<td>At least 12 weeks</td>
<td>8 weeks or more</td>
<td>At least 1 month</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Number of criteria needed</strong></td>
<td>At least 1</td>
<td>2 needed/all needed</td>
<td>At least 2 or more</td>
<td>At least 2 or more</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Diagnostic criteria</strong></td>
<td>Majority of stools scybalous, pebble-like, hard or Firm stools 2×/week or less</td>
<td>Passage or large diameter &lt;2 times/week and &lt;3 defecations/week</td>
<td>Retentive posturing, avoiding defecation by purposefully contracting the pelvic floor. Child uses gluteal muscles, squeezing the buttocks together</td>
<td>&gt;1 episode of fecal incontinence/week</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Exclusion criteria</strong></td>
<td>No metabolic endocrine, structural disease</td>
<td>No metabolic endocrine, structural disease</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Note:** “–” = Not available.

**Abbreviations:** FC, functional constipation; FFR, functional fecal retention; PACCT, Paris Consensus on Childhood Constipation Terminology.
Some studies compared Rome II and III criteria and reported contradicting findings. FC was more frequently diagnosed with Rome II (32.4%) than III (18.2%) in infants and toddlers visiting a well-baby clinic in Thailand. One of the reasons for this difference lies in the fact that children with painful defecation associated with evacuation of hard stools were excluded from Rome III. In Rome III, both aspects are grouped together, which means that one criterion more is needed for the diagnosis of FC. This may delay diagnosis. Another criterion that made the definition too restrictive for young children in Rome III is the “large-diameter stools that could obstruct the toilet.” These symptoms are usually more frequent in severe chronic constipation, mostly seen in tertiary centers. Only 10% of the young population presents these symptoms.22

Recently, the new Rome IV criteria have been released. The criteria for younger children (age group 0–4 years mental age) have been adjusted. Children who are not toilet trained do not need to fulfill two additional criteria to be diagnosed with FC. The eliminated criteria are “large-diameter stools that may obstruct a toilet” and “fecal incontinence with at least one episode a week.” The first criterion is not applicable for this age group, but the other criterion seems also obvious to exclude since you cannot speak of fecal incontinence if toilet training is not achieved. Next, the duration of symptoms has been shortened from 2 to 1 month, for the age group from 4 years until adolescence. Although Rome IV criteria are proposed as the new golden standard, it has to be evaluated like all the other definitions. Rome criteria are especially relevant to select patients with a comparable degree of FC for clinical trials and might be less useful for the diagnosis in clinical practice. New studies are needed to evaluate the usefulness of Rome IV criteria in diagnosing FC in every day care. Until now, studies were conducted to evaluate the criteria, only in unselected young children. Therefore, studies, evaluating Rome IV criteria, conducted in an unselected population of all ages are needed.

Medical history
Taking a medical history is the first step in the diagnosis of children with FC. The medical history should contain information on many factors such as age of onset, passage of first meconium, frequency and consistency of stools, abdominal pain, fecal incontinence, withholding behavior, dietary history, vomiting, and weight loss. As mentioned before, stressful life events, neurodevelopmental delay/problems, and search for a positive family history for gastrointestinal disease should be evaluated. The Bristol Stool Scale has become the preferred and standardized method to describe stool consistency. However, the scale is not adapted for non-toilet-trained children. The Amsterdam Stool Scale was developed for infants but is complex for routine use as it includes 18 different pictures. A Brussels Infant Stool Scale is under development.

A physical examination in children with FC should always include growth parameters, an abdominal examination, inspection of the perianal region, and examination of the lumbosacral region.

Rectal digital examination
According to the European Society of Pediatric Gastroenterology, Hepatology and Nutrition (ESPghAN) and North American Society of Pediatric Gastroenterology, Hepatology and Nutrition (NASPGHAN) guidelines, a rectal digital examination is not always recommended to make the diagnosis of FC. On the contrary, in the Rome III and IV definition, it is stated that the presence of a large fecal mass in the rectum is a criterion for FC. Therefore, ESPghAN and NASPGHAN concluded that if only one of the Rome criteria is present and the diagnosis of FC is uncertain, a digital examination is recommended. Also, in patients with intractable constipation or in patients with alarm signs, a digital rectal examination remains necessary. An inspection of the anal region is indispensable to evaluate the presence of scars, hemorrhoids, perianal feces, and fissures.

Laboratory testing
In the absence of alarm signs, laboratory screening for hypothyroidism, celiac disease, vitamin D status, hypercalcemia, or cow milk allergy is not recommended. However, in a young patient with long-lasting complaints of constipation, a trial with a cow milk-free diet for 2–4 weeks can be considered. Although the pathogenic mechanism remains unclear, it has been hypothesized that an allergic inflammation of the internal sphincter may lead to an increased anal pressure at rest.

Abdominal radiography
The ESPghAN and NASPGHAN guidelines do not recommend a diagnostic abdominal radiography, which is a widely accessible and cheap procedure. A major disadvantage is the radiation exposure for the patient. Several scoring systems have been developed to assess the amount of fecal load and...
to diagnose constipation. Nevertheless, systematic reviews showed that there is no diagnostic association between clinical symptoms of constipation and fecal load on abdominal radiography. There was also poor interobserver reproducibility of the scoring systems.

An abdominal radiography can also lead to misdiagnosis. A retrospective cohort study showed that 1 in 200 children that received a diagnosis of FC based on an abdominal radiography required a surgical or radiological intervention within 7 days. The missed diagnoses were potentially life-threatening and included perforated appendicitis, intussusception, brain tumor, leukemia, and volvulus.

In some rare conditions, an abdominal radiography may still be of some benefit such as in the presence of psychological factors that limit the use of a digital rectal examination such as suspicion of sexual abuse or in very anxious children. When abdominal palpation is less reliable, like in extremely obese patients, an abdominal radiography can be helpful.

Transabdominal rectal ultrasonography
Since rectal digital examination and abdominal radiography have both limitations, ultrasound is considered an alternative technique. Burgers et al compared transabdominal rectal ultrasonography and digital rectal examination, and found a positive correlation in 80% of the patients. This study also showed that the determination of a cut-off value for the rectal diameter is very difficult. A cut-off value of 30 mm induces a major overlap between children with FC and healthy controls. There seems to be a logic relation between defecation and changes in rectal diameter, so before performing a transabdominal rectal ultrasonography, the patient should be asked for defecation signals. For a reliable ultrasonography, an experienced performer is capital. Because of these limitations, ESPGHAN and NASPGHAN guidelines stated that rectal ultrasound is not routinely recommended to diagnose FC.

Colonic transit time
Colonic transit time can be used to determine the colonic motility. There is no recommendation to use colonic transit time for the diagnosis of FC. Colonic transit time can be used in unclear cases to distinguish between FC and functional non-retentive fecal incontinence.

Other investigations
If the constipation remains refractory to medical treatment, more specialized examinations in a referral center should be considered.

An anorectal manometry can be a useful screening tool in older children withuntreatable constipation with suspicion of Hirschsprung disease. An abnormal recto-anal inhibitory reflex is an indication to perform a rectal suction biopsy, which is the gold standard for diagnosing Hirschsprung disease.

A colonic manometry should only be performed in patients when therapies failed and surgery is considered. Colonic manometry can help to distinguish between children with normal colon motility and those with colonic neuromuscular disorders.

Treatment
The recommendation for the management of FC includes a normal intake of fibers and fluids, normal physical activity, and an additional pharmacologic treatment for fecal disimpaction followed by a pharmacologic maintenance therapy.

Disimpaction therapy can be done antegrade by oral route by simple drinking or through a nasogastric tube or retrograde by anal route. Oral polyethylene glycol (PEG) with or without electrolytes (1–1.5 g/kg for 3–6 days) is the first choice. There is no difference in efficacy for fecal disimpaction between PEG and enema. PEG is associated with a higher frequency of fecal incontinence, whereas enemas are associated with more abdominal cramps and fear. Both adverse effects can make it difficult for children to accept and adherence to this therapy. Two studies have compared the distress level of disimpaction with enemas in comparison to PEG. One study found no difference in distress, whereas in the other study, the children were more “upset” if they were in the enema group, when administered at the emergency department. It was also shown that if a child had previous experience with enemas, that enemas can be administered at home.

Concerning maintenance therapy, the guidelines recommend the use of PEG with or without electrolytes at lower dosages (0.2–0.8 g/kg). Despite the fact that children may not like the taste of PEG, especially with electrolytes, few studies have evaluated the acceptability and adherence to PEG treatment. Only one study compared PEG with electrolytes and without flavors to PEG without electrolytes and added flavors. The acceptability was higher for PEG without electrolytes as parents found it easier to administer (96% vs. 52%; p<0.001), and children found the PEG without electrolytes “good” tasting (42% vs. 2%; p<0.001). But after 4 weeks, no significant difference in adherence (98% vs. 88%; p<0.062) was found.

A systematic review showed that only 61% of children could be taken off laxatives 6–12 months after starting
treatment. Children with chronic constipation, referred to tertiary care center, were followed for >10 years and showed that despite intensive treatment strategies only 80% reached good clinical outcomes by the age of 16. This poor outcome was associated with older age at onset, longer delay between symptom onset, and first visit to a pediatric gastroenterology clinic.

Many parents might be hesitating to administer medication for a long time because of fear for a rebound effect or addiction. PEG during 6 months is considered safe by analyzing adverse events such as nausea, bloating, and biochemical changes such as sodium levels.

Since acceptability and adherence are not optimal, it is necessary to seek for better strategies. To reassure parents for long-term safety of PEG, longer follow-up studies are needed. Although PEG is the recommended therapy for maintenance, studies are heterogenic (e.g., interventions, definition of FC, and outcome measures) with biases. This was confirmed in the Cochrane systematic review of 2016. The optimal dosage of PEG also needs further investigation and longer follow-up. A very important, but frequently overlooked problem, is the best primary endpoint. If treatment is aimed at Rome criteria, children can be considered cured, while still suffering from one of the six criteria. An optimal treatment, for every clinician, should aim a symptom-free patient.

Although guidelines for FC recommend the use of an osmotic laxative such as PEG for maintenance and disimpaction, some countries have no access to PEG. Guidelines recommend an alternative osmotic laxative such as lactulose if PEG is not available. Lactulose has been more and better evaluated than milk of magnesia (magnesium hydroxide) or mineral oil and is safe for all ages.

All studies and meta-analyses show that PEG is superior to lactulose in all aspects: number of stools per week (MD 0.70, 95% CI 0.10 to 1.31), no need of additional laxative therapy (18% vs. 31%) and successful disimpaction (100%–80%, p = 0.04). There is no statistically significant difference between PEG and lactulose for any of the adverse events including fecal incontinence flatulence, abdominal pain, nausea, or abdominal bloating.

Lactulose is not only inferior to PEG but also to milk of magnesia (MD −1.51, 95% CI −2.63 to −0.39) and liquid paraffin (MD 4.94, 95% CI 4.28 to 5.61) in one small study with 50 inclusions. However, this was only for the number of stools per week without information on successful disimpaction. Lactulose had no significant difference in success rate compared with dietary fiber, Senna anthraquinones (stimulant laxative), lactitol, or hydrolyzed guar gum (both osmotic laxatives). However, this is based on one study each. It is also important to mention that there are no studies comparing lactulose to placebo. Knowing that these studies are extremely heterogenous and the time of follow-up mostly very short, it is difficult to comment on the maintenance and disimpaction treatment with lactulose. The recommended dosage of lactulose is 1–2 g/kg once or twice a day.

Concerning other laxatives PEG was superior to placebo, milk of magnesia, mineral oil (liquid paraffin), dietary fibers mix, and flaxseed (a traditional Persian medicinal plant). However, for milk of magnesia, there was no significant difference in success of disimpaction.

For liquid paraffin, a meta-analysis of two studies (n=287) was done without favorable results. Concerning liquid paraffin, another review mentions annoying side effects such as leakage of oily secretions from the anus, causing irritation or itching of the skin, and staining of cloths or furniture. Low serum levels of fat-soluble vitamins absorption have also been described.

The guidelines mention also stimulant laxatives, such as diphylleia group: sodium picosulfate and bisacodyl. The latest Cochrane meta-analysis evaluates the management of FC with both osmotic and stimulant laxatives, but the majority of the included studies used osmotic laxatives. No studies, as far as we know, have compared bisacodyl and sodium picosulfate with PEG or lactulose or other laxatives in children for the maintenance or disimpaction treatment.

Other pharmacological therapies such as rectal laxatives/enema with fecal softeners (sodium docusate and sodium phosphate), recent developed molecules (lubiprostone, linaclotide, and prucalopride), and probiotics and prebiotics are not (yet) recommended by any guideline.

Only one study, as far as we know, compared sodium docusate enema to PEG and one study compared sodium docusate enema to free fatty acids suppositories for the disimpaction in children. Successful disimpaction was equal for sodium docusate enema (80%) and PEG (68%; p=0.28). For the high-doses free fatty acid suppositories, no difference with the enema (81% vs. 88%) was found, and the authors believe that it could be an important addition to the treatment options that are currently available. Sodium phosphate was compared to milk and molasses enemas in one study in children and reported no statistically significant differences for safety and effectiveness. However, one study with sodium phosphate enema reported hyperphosphatemia in 35 cases, of which 80% recovered without problems. The authors state that it is better not to administrate sodium phosphate enema in children having an underlying gastrointestinal or renal abnormality.
One study was conducted in children with lubiprostone but was not fitting the inclusion criteria for this review. For linaclotide, no studies were performed in children and for prucalopride two studies were conducted of which one is an open-label pilot study and one multicenter RCT double-blind study. The pilot study concluded after 8 weeks of treatment that there was an increase in bowel movement frequency and a reduction in incontinence in 55% of patients (n=38) and save to give to children. The multicenter study concluded that it was well tolerated but demonstrated no difference with placebo for spontaneous bowel movements/week (60.4% vs. 55.1%) and adverse events (69.8% vs. 60.7%).

A recent systematic review on the use of probiotics and prebiotics concluded that most studies were at high risk of bias and did not show a significant effect on defecation frequency, fecal incontinence, and painful or difficult defecation. The multitude of different prebiotics and probiotics and their varying dosages used in all studies makes it almost impossible to make firm conclusions. A very severe standardization will be necessary to conduct studies for children with constipation.

Tolerance and core outcome set are another important component for effective treatment. Most studies use frequency of bowel movement and consistency of stools. But these are inherently limited in relation to the realities of clinical practice. There may be a statistically significant increase in frequency of bowel movements between study groups, but this does not give any information whether all children and their parents feel that there has been a real improvement. One study has addressed that first the inconsistency and heterogeneity in definition and outcome measurements should be solved. They propose a minimal core outcome set for clinicians to make comparison possible between the effects of different therapeutic interventions across studies. However, most used outcomes in studies do not correlate with the patient complains in everyday practice. A minimal core outcome for the complaints of patients and their parents should be developed.

An essential aspect, that is often neglected, is counseling of parents and children about the possible causes of chronic FC and soiling. Parental child-rearing attitudes (parental high and low autonomy scores, self-pitting) are associated with defecation rate and fecal incontinence frequency, and it is advised that addressing parent's issues should be incorporated into treatment management of FC. The recent guideline does not support behavior therapy unless children present with behavioral abnormalities. But, a recent meta-analysis and a Cochrane study suggest that behavior therapy added to laxative therapy may improve symptoms of children with constipation-associated fecal incontinence. Optimal treatment of FC, especially with fecal incontinence, requires a perfect relation with great empathy between the child and the practitioner. Using an external person for behavior therapy can trouble this relation. Prescribing laxatives never resolves FC completely. Every caregiver has to be able and take the time to explain, coach, motivate, and stimulate the child and his parents.

The majority of the studies evaluating management of FC are done in second or tertiary centers where children suffering from long-lasting and therapy-resistant chronic constipation, but the majority of children who experience constipation and whose parents seek medical care present themselves at primary health care. One study done in primary care has shown that after 2 months of treatment nearly 40% of constipated children remain symptomatic. More studies are urgently needed in primary care.

Multidisciplinary management is not incorporated into the guidelines due to a lack of proof of RCT to show some benefit. However, when several attempts of outpatient management have failed, constipation specialists often use a multidisciplinary approach. Until now, no studies were conducted evaluating this approach.

In summary
Although effective and safe treatment options have been reported in children with FC, a lot of challenges persist. Epidemiological data from some parts of the world are still missing. The physiopathological pathway remains unclear in children. A lack of adequate behavior in response to a sense for defecation is a major contributing factor. Genetics might also play a role and should be more explored. The new Rome IV criteria have adjusted some criteria, which should make it easier for the diagnosis of FC in younger children, but new studies are needed to evaluate its usefulness in everyday practice. Infants and children, not fulfilling the Rome criteria, but presenting with one of the six criteria, can be disturbed in their everyday life and also need adequate medical help. The ESPGHAN/NASPGHAN guidelines do only recommend medical history and physical examination to be performed in all infants and children with anamnestic and clinical symptoms of FC, in the absence of alarm signs. Concerning disimpaction and maintenance management of FC, PEG is recommended as a first choice. Although scientific literature systematic mention that larger homogeneous studies are needed in unselected populations. Acceptability and adherence seem to be a problem for PEG since children
not always like the taste. Longer follow-up studies are needed for evaluation of adherence and safety of PEG. As mentioned before, in long term, tolerance is important for an effective drug treatment, but the primary outcomes, used in studies, not always correspond to the patients complains in everyday practice. A minimal core set outcome has been proposed because of inconsistency and heterogeneity in definition and outcome measurements between studies, but perhaps a minimal core outcome concerning the complains of children and their parents should be developed. The last but not least important aspect of the treatment is counseling parents and children about FC. Behavior therapy added to laxative therapy improves the outcome. More attention should be given to this approach, and it should be incorporated in guidelines. Most studies are conducted in second and tertiary centers, while the majority of patients present and are managed at the primary healthcare level.
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